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(A) Truth/Kalazaar: split (7'') DIY
A-TRUTH play in the vein of Conflict, Dirt. KALAZAAR inspired by Chaos UK, Disorder.
Price: 3.50 €
Acao Direta/Shikari: split (7'') UPS#14
Longstanding Brazilian Hard Core/Punk band Açao Direta, who basically stick with a pretty tried and
true D-beat approach. A mix of burly Hard Core and machinegun Grind. Shikari (The Netherlands)
shocks the ears on side B with an insanely caustic screamo fast Core attack.
Price: 4.50 €
50 Lions/Down To Nothing: split (7’’) 6131 RECORDS 14
Side A features Down To Nothing conquering the world with their unique brand of Metal tinged Hard
Core, whose intensity is matched by none. Coming through on Side B is 50 Lions, who are quickly
making a name for themselves with their signature mid paced NYHC sound, all while upping the ante
by adding blazing riffs and even harsher vocals.
Price: 5.00 €
A.G.E.: Survive (7’’) BLACKWATER
3 tracks of raging metalkrushing punk from Niigata, Japan! Follow up to last years split EP with
Hellshock and their 3rd full length Scar Of Lead, both which sold out almost instantly.
Price: 4.00 €
Acrostix: Truth Turned Gray With Justice (7'') BW 014
MIE-city Hard Core/Punk heroes offer up three songs of Amebix worship Thrash/Punk from Mie-city
Japan. With fold-out poster art by SUGI!!!
price: 5.00 €
Alecto: Minyma (7’’) WAK 039/TTTG
Alecto's (ex-Eternal Hated) first 7" is a blast. 4 songs / 9 minutes of crushing dark Hard Core with a
bunch of screamo and rock 'n' roll parts, that SHOULD not be missed. Limited to 300 copies, random
black or brown vinyls. For fans of Converge, Victims, Loma Primate.
Price: 5.00 €
Allegiance: s/t (7’’) ANCH03
San Francisco based straight edge group. This is what Hard Core is all about, fast, pissed and ready to
tear you apart.
Price: 4.00 €
Allegiance: Out Of My Blood (7’’) RIVAL24.5
This 7" single serves as a preview of what's to come on Allegiance's second full-length CD/LP
"Desperation". Two brand new songs of blistering NY style Hard Core round out this limited one-sided
7".
Price: 5.00 €
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Anthrax/Burnt Cross: split (7'') VARIOUS
Old school anarcho veterans have teamed up with the UK's finest political two piece. 3 tracks (1 by
Anthrax, 2 by Burnt Cross) of raging DIY music that deals with modern issues such as Cameron's big
society, corporate greed and wealth redistribution.
Price: 4.50 €
Αppalachian Τerror Unit: Black Sands (7'') EXIST 121
ATU are able to balance all of the influences of Metal, Crust and Punk with pure passion and
conviction. The packaging is in the traditional Anarcho-Punk fold out poster style.
Price: 4.00 €
Αppalachian Τerror Unit: Armageddon Won't Be Brought By Gods (7'') EXIST 096
Hailing from the mountians of West Virginia, ATU musically combine classic Crust/Punk and a hint of
Metal into a sound that's likened to later years of NAUSEA, totally reinforced by the strong female
vocals throughout.
Price: 4.50 €
Backfire!/Cornered: split (7’’) SR023
Two of Holland’s top Hard Core outfits combined on one slab of wax! BACKFIRE! once again strikes
hard with the brand new ‘’Mosh Minable’’, while CORNERED deliver their unavailable-on-vinyl-before
‘’Time Has Come’’! Two slamming tracks on one split single, spinning at 45RPM for total destruction!
Price: 5.00 €
Better Times: If Not Us (7'') SOM038
Buffalo, NY band Better Times started late 2010, when members of Our Times, No Love Lost, and
Impact teamed up to form a new straight edge band. Better Times, musically influenced by bands like
INSTED, FLOORPUNCH, GORILLA BISCUITS, and YOUTH OF TODAY, plays energetic, mid-tempo to
fast youthcrew hardcore. Lyrically, the band celebrates their local scene and stresses the importance
of being positive, having a critical mind, and doing something worthwhile with your life. This record
has 7 full, fast, hard hitting, youth crew jams xxx. This is on almost black or "off black" vinyl and has
a nice arigato style jacket with spine. Limited to 210 copies and includes free digital download of the
whole album.
Price: 4.50 €
Black Friday ‘29: Blackout (7’’) CRR 52
This band seems intent on pushing hardcore beyond it's limit. Black Friday '29 manages to capture
that raw, explosive anger of Hard Core in early ‘80s, yet still sound totally unique. A ferocious vocal
rage backed up by heavy pounding guitar riffs on songs like "Blackout" or "Black Friday", amongst
others, are real highlights. Black Friday '29 reaches a new level of sheer intensity and total fury.
Price: 5.00 €
Blacklisted: Peace On Earth War On Stage (7'') DWI58
Recorded with Kurt Ballou at Godcity Studios, "Peace On Earth, War On Stage" is comprised of four
groundbreaking musical wars. Showcasing the intense musical progression, poetic prowess, and raw
sonic power that is today's Blacklisted.
Price: 5.50 €
Broken Bones: Death Walks The Streets (7’’) DSR120
The UK's Broken Bones are back with an all new three song ear piercing EP of Punk Rock! Going back
to their early ‘80s roots, this new release is raw powerful Punk Rock with insightful lyrics. Fans old and
new will love this one! Color vinyl (of 100 copies).
Price: 5.00 €
Calvaiire: Rigorisme (7’’) THRT020
Initially released on tape in winter 2012, here's the reissue of CALVAIIRE's debut EP "Rigorisme", for
the first time on vinyl and with a brand new cover art. Formed during summer 2011 in Laval, France,
CALVAIIRE's aim has always been to inject a strong feeling of urgency into their abrasive form of Hard
Core. The four tracks of "Rigorisme" make no exception; captured by producer/sound engineer
Amaury Sauvé during a rehearsal in January 2012, this EP defines the band's foundations: dark,
suffocating, and always physical.
Price: 5.00 €
Cataract: War Anthems (7'') TEAM PLAYER #7
Swiss extreme Death Core. Nice package!
Price: 5.00 €
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Compound: The Inaugural demo (7’’) SOM032
Long Island, NY Straight Edge hardcore with a 80's sound that will that brings you back to the days of
Judge and Warzone. COMPOUND now leads the Long Island sXe scene. Current members are in
BOTTOM OUT and INCENDIARY. Also for fans of Insted / Dump Truck / Breakdown / NYHC. Features
guest vocals by Brendan of INCENDIARY. This record is strictly limited to this one pressing only and
has a diy silk screened b side. This will not be repressed and includes a digital download coupon of the
whole record.
Price: 4.50 €
Сonvince: Decline (7’’) VARIOUS
D-Beat, Blackened Punk from Moscow/Russia.
Price: 4.50 €
Crow/See You In Hell: split (7’’) IS 088
Two new songs by each band, long-time (since mid 80s already!) Tokyo’s veterans CROW play dark
and raw Metal/Crust with hammering drums (played by Iron First - ex-G.I.S.M.) and killer solos, SEE
YOU IN HELL from Czech Rep. play fast Hard Core/Thrash/Punk with gang choruses slightly influenced
by Japanese Burning Spirits HC. Mastered by Jack Control at Enormous Door Studio. The record
comes in special fold-out sleeve.
Price: 5.00 €
Cruel Friends: s/t (7’’) mmr #005/kr-025
the debut 7" of this band from karlsruhe/strasbourg. this is some fast hard core, with lots of grind
parts and somehow it reminds a more grinding his hero is gone. so here's some really fast and heavy
stuff!
price: 5.00 €
Cut Off: s/t (7’’) 7inch 003/ SCARECROW #27
Ten new songs. Athens fastcore powerviolence finest. Lmtd 250 on black vinyl.
Price: 6.00 €
Death Courier/Slaughtered Priest/Abyssus/Dreamlongdead: 4 way split (7'')
SVD#025/HFR-012
The four horsemen of the apocalypse unite to descent in total darkness!!! Featuring one unreleased
track of each band! Limited to 500 copies!
Price: 6.00 €
Death Trap: Full Moon Possession (7’’) WF008
Death Trap are a Thrash Metal band from Athens/Greece and this is the first release of the band. Two
killer songs and an intro in the vein of the early Destruction, Sepultura and Sodom days.
Price: 6.00 €
Deathcycle: s/t (7’’) 17cm005
In 2004, Long Island, New York spawns one of the countries best new bands. Deathcycle come right
out of the gates with a 4-song debut 7" that will totally bury you. Deathcycle play fast and pissed
semi-crusty Hard Core/Punk and feature members of Thought Crime and Kill Your Idols.
Price: 4.50 €
Dephosphorus/Wake: split (7’’) 7DR
The unexpectedly volcanic pairing pushed the Greek and Canadian bands to excel, friendly
competition bringing out the finest in both for the best split you're likely to hear all year. Featuring
three Grind Core songs from each.
Price: 5.00 €
Die Young: Loss (7’’) A389 022
After touring every corner of the globe, Houston, Texas' Die Young (TX) laid down these three tracks
that sees the band playing a crunching, fast Hard Core with slight metallic leanings and a political
message, taking cues from bands like Catharsis and Pulling Teeth.
Price: 4.50 €
Distress: s/t (7’’) VARIOUS
New 7'' EP by the D-Beat/Crustpunks from St. Peterburg/Russia. This is their best effort yet, a real
killer EP! This piece of plastic are going at full throttle all the way through. From the first beat to the
last, raging Crustpunk!
Price: 4.50 €
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Disturd: Isolation... (7'') BW 035
After over 10 years of destroying ears and live houses in Japan, Tsuyama Japan’s Disturd finally sees
their first release! Here we have 3 tracks of loud blown-out Hard Core/Punk in the vein of S.D.S. or
''Out From The Void'' era Anti-sect with a touch of Extreme Noise Terror for good measure. Punishing
drums and shredding guitars coupled with some truly intense vocals. Super blown-out recording but
not in the noisy feed-back way that's become so popular. This is like listening to your stereo cranked
up to 11! Really great stuff. One of the most exciting bands playing right now!
price: 5.00 €
Disturd: Inside (7'') HCS-048
Brand new single from Japan's darkest Crust warriors DISTURD. This is the third 7'' of the band! Fast
and aggressive with a rumbling bass line that sound like Amebix on triple speed.
price: 5.00 €
Doom: Police Bastard (7'') EXIST 001.5
Five songs recorded in 1989, a masterpiece of Crust.
price: 5.00 €
Doom/Electrozombies: split (7’’) AVR 53
Crust as fuck split 7'' from all-mighty DOOM and there brothers in spirit ELECTROZOMBIES from Chile.
Price: 4.50 euro
Down To Nothing: All My Sons (7’’) REAP031
In the closing days of 2009, Down To Nothing spent four days with Jim Siegel at The Outpost and left
with six brand new hard-hitting tracks for their upcoming Reaper Records 7", "All My Sons." 7"
includes digital download.
Price: 5.50 €
Earth Crisis: Forced To Kill (7’’) SDAG02
These two tracks from Earth Crisis are long lost demo songs taken from a recording session around
1992/93.
Price: 5.50 €
Enough: Something We Can Build (7'') ASR031
Five tracks of powerful Straight Edge Hard Core from these Nashville locals. The songs are direct and
to the point, and you'll be fingerpointing and singing along in no time flat. If you're missing bands like
THE FIRST STEP and YOUTH OF TODAY, look no further than ENOUGH. This is urgent, no frills youth
crew Hard Core that leaves you wanting more.
Price: 5.00 €
Enough: Discontent (7'') ASR037
ENOUGH return with a new four song 7'' EP of fast Straight Edge Hardcore. These are the band's
tightest songs to date, and while they are undeniably influenced by genre pioneers such as Youth of
Today, Bold and Turning Point, the material is executed with a sense of urgency and sincerity that
sets it apart from the seemingly endless array of carbon copies. With the Discontent EP, ENOUGH are
poised to not only breathe new life into Youth Crew the same way that In My Eyes and The First Step
did in the not so distant past, but become the torch bearers of the genre for a new generation of X'ed
up misfits. Glued pocket sleeves and colored vinyl make this a standout release.
Price: 5.00 €
Extreme Noise Terror: Tear It Down (7'') MCR-270
These tracks were recorded at same studio as Earslaughter in Dec '86. The first 2 songs(Side-A) have
never been heard by ANYONE since and were never played live or released in anyway. This was ENT
first ever recording with Mick Harris on drums but all the other members are the very original ENT line
up. The second track ''What a State'' is the first time ENT used the blast beat!!!
Price: 7.00 €
Faithreat: Thrashing With The Stars (7’’) 4 LABELS
Great Thrash/Crossover including 8 songs. For fans of D.R.I., Suicidal Tendencies, S.O.D. Limited to
350 hand - numbered copies.
Price: 5.00 €
Final Conflict/No Reason: split (7’’) BAD MAN RECORDS 01
Final Conflict play their good '80s Discharge influenced Hard Core, while No Reason do their Metal
Core madness.
Price: 4.00 €
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Government Issue: Make An Effort (7'') DSR 117
This is the first of a series the Doc will re-issue from the legendary Hard Core band; Government
Issue. ''Make an Effort'' was originally released on Fountain Of Youth records in 1982. Re-mastered to
perfection by guitarist Tom Lyle himself, this 7'' has all the power and energy that made Government
Issue the Punk Rock icons they are.
Price: 4.50 €
Gutter: Μουσική Για Τα Παιδιά Σας (7’’) DIY
First 7'' after the split 12'' with Dirty Wombs. Old-School Hard Core/Punk from Athens, Greece.
Price: 5.00 €
Χωρίς Οίκτο/Gutter: Μουσική Για Τα Παιδιά Σας (7’’) SCARECROW #33
Χωρίς Οίκτο: New band by Punk veterans from Antimob, Sarabante, Παροξυσμός and Cut Off. Hard
Core in the way only Greeks can play. Gutter: Old band by veterans from Antimob, Sarabante and
Lifewreck. Early 80's American style Hard Core. Three new songs by each band.
Price: 5.00 €
Ήλιος Θανάτου: s/t (7’’) SCARECROW #27
New band from Athens, two songs metallic crusty Hard Core in the vein of Martyrdod. 200 copies on
black vinyl.
Price: 6.00 €
Head Cleaner: Days Of Wrath (7’’) SVD#005
The Greek Death/Grind masters features 4 brand new songs of well played Grind, a must for fans of
Napalm Death!!!
Price: 5.00 €
Head Cleaner/Mastic Scum: split (7'') SVD#030
The Austrian Grind-Machine MASTIC SCUM strikes back with a new output. In collaboration with the
Grindheads HEAD CLEANER from Greece a split 7″ with new tracks from both bands.
Price: 5.00 euro
Hellcharge: Nuclear Zombification (7’’) FL01
Old school aggressive Thrash Metal from France. Limited to 500 copies.
Price: 4.50 €
Hellisheaven/Weald: split (7'') DSOP 2
HELLISHEAVEN is a Death Metal in vein of BOLT THROWER and ASPHYX from Lublin/Poland. WEALD
create their own vision of dark gloomy Crust Metal like straight from greats STORMCROW, SANCTUM.
Price: 4.50 €
Hellshock: Low Men in Yellow Cloaks (7'') BW 048
Newest EP from the masters of Metal/Crust! A brand new 2 song crusher featuring their first ''new''
songs in over 5 years and first recordings with 2nd guitarist Ethan (Guided Cradle). The tracks Enemy
Within / Demons of Fire continuing where they left off on their Heavy Crust crusade into oblivion with
2009's ''They Wait For You Still'' LP. Both tracks are like a kick in the face, a pulverizing crush of
gloom and Metal fury that doesn't disappoint. Definitely worth the wait! Covers printed on special tipon sleeves with artwork by legendary Japanese artist Sugi.
price: 6.00 €
Hellstorm: s/t (7'') 7inch 002
This is the forth vinyl release of the Greek D-Beat leaders HELLSTORM and the first as a 7''.
HELLSTORM 's new 7'' includes two D-Beat/Crust, Stench Core tracks with a BOLT THROWER
and SLAYER touch. Lmtd 470 on black vinyl and 30 on black vinyl + sticker + mini poster.
price: 5.00 €
Hellstorm: s/t (7'') 7inch 002 (Lmtd)*
This is the forth vinyl release of the Greek D-Beat leaders HELLSTORM and the first as a 7''.
HELLSTORM 's new 7'' includes two D-Beat/Crust, Stench Core tracks with a BOLT THROWER
and SLAYER touch. *Lmtd 30 on black vinyl + sticker + mini poster.
price: 5.50 €
I Want You Dead: ΑΩ (7’’) 7inch 001/WAK 029
IWYD's new 7'' includes 4 songs of dark & passionate Hard Core, strongly influenced by the Holy
Terror scene (Integrity, Ringworm), Cursed and the likes.
Metallic Hard Core varying from the old school intensity to the Crust/Black Metal aesthetics. Gatefold
cover/colored vinyl. 500 lmtd copies.
Price: 5.00 €
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Injustice Squad/Human Slaughter: Silence Is Crime/Terror State (7") WF011
Thessaloniki's Thrash Core band Human Slaughter vs Athens’ Hard Core band Injustice Squad.
Human Slaughter, offer 3 tracks of thrashy Hard Core (one of them with Greek lyrics) influenced by Dbeat, American Thrash and 80s Hard Core. Injustice Squad side consists of 4 old school Hard Core
tracks into Cro mags, old Suicidal Tendencies etc influenced by Crossover/Thrash.
Price: 6.00 €
Integrity: Walpurgisnacht (7’’) ATHR23
Dwid and company return with two new Integrity tracks complete with Cleveland-styled lead guitars,
dark imagery and his classic howled vocals.
Price: 5.50 €
Integrity/Creepout: Love Is... The Only Weapon - Split (7’’) ATHR54
Creepout is from Japan and play straightforward, almost tough sounding, Hard Core (imagine Judge
was from Cleveland) while Integrity's side offers their finest material since the Melnick brothers were
in the band. 7'' includes digital download.
Price: 5.50 €
Integrity: Kingdom Of Heaven - The Araca Sessions (7’’) ATHR90
20th Anniversary collection of various tracks Integrity recorded in 1992 with David Nicholi Araca on
drums before his untimely passing.
Price: 5.00 €
Integrity: Black Heksen Rise (7'') A389-135
Originally released in Europe on various formats over the past few years. This one is INTEGRITY's
majestic masterpiece “Black Heksen Rise”, in a permanent / easy to obtain edition. Contains a cover
of “No Power” by Zouo which was previously not included in any prior editions.
Price: 5.00 €
Krang: Broken Waves (7'') EXIST 137
This perfect record from Chicago Crust kings Krang is absolutely essential. On the faster end of Crust,
there's not a second that gets spared in this quick whirlwind of a record. Musically they combine
politically minded, D-Beat Crust Punk with the high-energy riffage of Thrash Metal.
Price: 4.00 €
Last Dayz/Cornered: split (7’’) ratel08/limit08/wak038
poland's finest hardcore band since ages, last dayz, team up with the already established cornered
from belgium, for a hell of a split. vinyl available in purple, green and black. incl. insert with a band's
interview, sticker & download code.
price: 5.00 €
Madball: The Real American HC (7’’) REAP036
Black/blue swirled vinyl (1,000 pressed).
Price: 6.00 €
Madball: Rebellion (7’’) BNB001
New York Hard Core heavyweights MADBALL return to add another chapter to their legacy with this
blistering 6 song 7". Igniting energy and sheer power, Rebellion represents everything that MADBALL
has become famous for in this genre.
Price: 7.00 €
Most Precious Blood: Demo (7’’) TRIPM18
Most Precious Blood's original demo released in 2000 has now been committed to vinyl. Pure, raw,
modern Hard Core from Brooklyn, NY. This six song 7" comes with a digital download that includes
MPB's cover of Slayer's "Necrophobic", the last song recorded with Tom on vocals "Typical My Heart",
and a set of Minor Threat covers recorded live at CBGB's. 7" includes digital download.
Price: 5.50 €
Mutant Supremacy: Rotting Season (7'') BB 010
4 tracks of relentless, crude old-school Death Metal from New York City! In the veins of the early
works of Morbid Angel, Bolt Thrower, Slayer, Death, etc. Limited to 300
Price: 5.00 €

copies.

My Turn/The Bridge: Friendship (7'') GW02713
The Bridge (ex-Hitman) offer two heavy hitters between Comeback Kid, Shai Hulud and Betrayed.
Guest guitar by Dan Palmer of Death By Stereo! My Turn, on the other hand, deliver two oldschool HC
songs with prominent NYHC influence.
Price: 5.00 €
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My Turn: Friendship (7'') SCR-19/ANR-013
My Turn are among the hardest working bands within the Greek DIY scene during the past 2-3 years,
with numerous live performances in Greece or abroad. The four songs contained herein are in the
same vein as their split with The Bridge and sound as heavy as their LP.
Price: 5.00 €
Nemesis: Gyou-Shou (7'') SOLAR022
Introducing the 2nd E.P. from the voice of a new generation of Kyushu Hard Core/Punk. This 4 track
record attempts to capture the destructive live energy that has forced Japan to turn its head and take
notice. On this new E.P., you can expect the same style of catchy, powerful songwriting built from
burly bass riffs, intense pounding drums, piercing guitars and desperate shouts from the throat. This
is pure, Japanese Hard Core in the Selfish/Bloodsucker tradition. Includes English translation and
download.
Price: 4.50 €
Nuclear Devastation/Ramlord: split (7’’) WF007
Nuclear Devastation are a mix of Crust and Death Metal with blasted thrashed out Hard Core
injections. Ramlord have that epic Crust sound but this is much darker. It sinks into Black Metal at
times and then pulls it's head up to rock like fuck. At times this makes you think of Amebix or a
slower Tragedy but spiraling into an abyss.
Price: 5.00 €
Ξέρα: 6 Tracks EP (7'') DIY
This is the second release of the band. Six tracks of grindish Hard Core/Crust.
Price: 5.00 euro
Oldschool Rednex: s/t (7’’) NE009
Melodic Hardcore/Punk Rock from Thessaloniki/Greece.
Price: 5.00 €
One Last Round: s/t (7’’) DIY
Old school Hard Core from Piraeus / Greece. For fans of Warzone, Slapshot, Agnostic Front.
Price: 6.00 €
Partiya/Agathocles: Crust 'n' Grind Protest (7") VARIOUS
PARTiYA: Crust/Punk with elements of Grind from BelaruS vs AGATHOCLES: Mincecore/Grind from
Belgium. The 7'' contains 16 tracks.
Price: 4.50 €
Procrastinate: Ideals To Burn (7’’) VARIOUS
Three songs from this Greek Crust combo. For fans of Tragedy & Skitsystem.
Price: 5.00 €
Psalm: I (7’’) VARIOUS
Two tracks debut demo with ex Nocturnal Vomit's members Thomas Vomit and Kolozis P.K.
Developing the sound of their "Cursed Relics" masterpiece into something even more dark, depraved,
violent and twisted! For Death freaks into Asphyx, Pentacle, (The True) Mayhem and Dead
Congregation!
Price: 6.00 €
Pulling Teeth/Frightener: split (7’’) A389-018
Long out o print, released in time for PULLING TEETH/FRIGHTENER's 2007 UK tour, this 7" features
early versions of PULLING TEETH tracks that ended up being re-recorded on the “Martyr Immortal” LP.
FRIGHTENER offer three new tracks that were never released anywhere else.
Price: 5.00 €
Pushed Too Far/United Blood: split (7’’) CFR 023
Pushed Too Far from Belgium plays fast, aggressive, straight to your face Hard Core with a big fuck
you attitude. On the other side the Austrian band United Blood, not to be confused with the Belgian
band of the same name, plays nothing but beatdown Hard Core.
Price: 5.00 €
Raw Noise: Scum Will Rise To The Top (7’’) MCR-246
Revenge of UK KING OF CRUSTIES! RAW NOISE is a side project band by DEAN, the singer/frontman
of mighty EXTREME NOISE TERROR. In opposite to ENT evolving to much brutal way with Death
metalish elements, RAW NOISE continues to blast under the vein of traditional LATE 80's UK Crust
Core vein. 4 tracks of intense, brutal, bulldozing Punk as fuck attack!!!
Price: 4.50 €
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Ringworm/Mindsnare: Your Soul Belongs To Us (7'') A389-082
Cleveland metallic Hard Core legends bring two tracks from the vault on this split while Aussie Hard
Core/Crossover mainstays Mindsnare provide two tracks of their own fast, metallic mayhem. First
pressing comes packaged as a mini eight-panel EC Comics style insert.
Price: 5.00 €
Rot In Hell: Termini Terrae (7’’) DARK EMPIRE RECORDS
Termini Terrae contains four new tracks by the UK's chapter of the church of Holy Terror and features
their new vocalist Lecky (former Voorhees vocalist). The result of this new influence is mindblowing
and has made this first release for DARK EMPIRE a killer release to start the new year. The artwork on
this release was handled by Give Up again and is truly amazing, from the cover to the centerlabels,
every detail was thought of and creates this dark atmosphere that fits perfect with the sonic terrorism
that ROT IN HELL delivers again.
Price: 5.00 €
Ryker's/Grankapo: Outcasts Won't Fall (7’’) HX035/16
Ryker’s and Grankapo reveal the true meaning of Outcasts Won't Fall presenting 4 powerfull old
school HC songs. Black Vinyl (lmtd 200 copies), Red / Black Clear Splatter Vinyl (lmtd 150 copies),
Orange Clear Vinyl (lmtd 150 copies.)
Price: 7.50 €
Sarabante: Έρμαια των Kαιρών/Under the Shadows (7'') MID006
This 7'' features two new songs by the Greek melodic Dbeat Crust band, Sarabante. Hot on the heels
of Remnants, Sarabante recorded these songs and then had Brad Boatright (From Ashes
Rise/Audiosiege) mix and master the tracks. Destined to be on many top tens of 2013.
Price: 5.00 €
Satan's Rejects: EP (7'') DIY
Four songs of excellent street Punk plus one cover.
Price: 3.00 €
Seein' Red/The Now Denial: split (7'') TTT 13
SEEIN'RED (The Netherlands) are an old school Hard Core band playing from the 80's. THE NOWDENIAL (Germany) are the new age of CRUST HC/PUNK. This split is a benefit for the imprisoned
people in the riots of Genova/Italy against G8!
Price: 4.00 €
Sick Of It All: Hardcore Equals Freedom (7'') CMD9985341
Brand new, strictly 400 imited black copies 7'' single containing the exclusive title-track on side A and
the album song ''DNC'' as B-side. A must have for all dedicated fans of the legendary New York
hardcore act!
Price: 5.50 €
Social Unrest: Songs For Sinners (7'') DSR124 - 7
Social Unrest celebrate nearly three decades of Punk by reuniting with original singer K-OS and
recording these three tracks that feature intelligent lyrics backed with aggressive Punk/Rock.
Price: 4.50 €
Soundkrash: Shipwreck (7’’) VARIOUS
Heavy and brutal Beatdown Hard Core from Athens/Greece.
Price: 5.00 €
Spill Your Guts/Broken Fist: split (7’’) VARIOUS
Shanghai Hard Core band Spill Your Guts split 7’’ with Broken Fist from Moscow. EP features two
songs from each band. Limited to 200 copies.
Price: 4.50 €
Streetwise/Morphinject: Shakedown (7'') SFTH008
Two Hard Core songs from STREETWISE (Larissa/Greece) vs two Thrash songs from MORPHINJECT
(Xanthi/Greece).
Price: 6.00 €
Stheno: Damnation Is Forever (7'') VARIOUS
''Damnation Is Forever'' includes 5 hard hitting Grind Core songs with a Death/Black Metal mentality
and Crust influences. Fans of Napalm Death, Terrorizer, Brutal Truth, Discharge, Darkthrone &
Motorhead don't sleep on this. Stheno features ex-members of Volos based bands, Bedlam & Unfit
Earth. The cover artwork is a hand-made painting. Limited to 300 copies.
price: 5.00 €
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Stheno/Grassroll: Wolfkind (7'') VARIOUS
Both Greek grindish bands. Stheno playing Grind Core/Crusty Black Metal and
Grassroll Grind Core/Sludge with female vocals.
Price: 5.00 €
Stheno/World Downfall: split (7'') EDH073
German - Greek friendship at its finest! A Grind Core – Crust – Death and a Black Metal sonic attack is
provided with this split release! Two Grind Core/Death Metal tracks made by the old-school German
killers World Downfall, who break the ice after a long musical pause. They come crushing down,
straight to your face! Stheno continues to move on the blackened path with a Grind Core/Black
Metal/Crust blend, offering a four song Greek punch; blackened sonic hooliganism especially for you,
freaks! Limited to 500 copies of black vinyl.
Price: 5.00 €
Strength Approach: Stand Your Ground (7’’) DRA 044
This record is the proof the band has crushed all odds faced during their almost 15-years existence,
are here to stay and have settled themselves as a true legend of Italian Hard Core. Serving as a
preview of their new full length "WITH OR WITHOUT YOU" to be released later this year, these new
songs show the harder side of the band, a much more mature songwriting and the band's will to step
up their sound to a new level. The new record will be available with an amazing artwork done by Dave
Quiggle (Sick of It All, New Found Glory, Sworn Enemy)!
Price: 5.00 €
Strength Approach: Roma Hardcore State of Mind (Pic7’’) DYW 003
Conceived as the band's tribute to their hometown, the eternal city of Roma, Italy, and produced by
Mitts of NYHC's legendary Madball, the EP drops in time to celebrate 17 years of shredding stages
worldwide, living and breathing Hard Core!
Price: 5.50 €
Strife: Demo Days (7’’) IND88
This one-time pressing EP stands as a 20-year anniversary release for Indecision Records. Recorded in
1991, Strife's original demo tape features the band's first time as a five-piece, one that included New
Age Records owner Mike Hartsfield on second guitar. This ensemble didn't last more than a few
months and this tape and an EP on New Age are the only recordings from this lineup.
Price: 5.50 €
Terror: Rhythm Amongst The Chaos (7’’) REAP013
Old school Hard Core attack in a gatefold cover on colored vinyl.
Price: 5.00 €
Terror: K.O.T.F. (7’’) REAP033
This anticipatory 7" from the full-length "Keepers Of The Faith" includes two songs from the full-length
on side A while side B contains one unreleased Terror track and a Sub Zero cover. Includes digital
download.
Price: 6.00 €
Terror: Hard Lessons (7’’) REAP057
Hard Lessons b/w Only The Devil Knows one side 7’’ on gold vinyl (lmtd to 700 copies) or clear vinyl
(lmtd to 2000 copies).
Price: 5.00 €
Terror: The Walls Will Fall (7’’) TBR071
Since forming in 2002, Terror has become one of the hardcore genre’s most notorious and successful
acts. 2017 marks the beginning of a new chapter for Terror with a savage new EP. Clear Orange wax
limited to 600.
Price: 6.50 euro
Terror Detonator: Awake The Victims (7’’) SVD#011
First EP of the Greek thrashers Terror Detonator includes four new songs and one hidden track!
Price: 5.00 €
To What End? / Witch Hunt: split (7’’) FFYM-041, WH-002, FAR-006
Two tracks from Witch Hunt, picking up where Blood-Red States left off, plus a Rudimentary Peni
cover. Aggressive Punk with melody. To What End? offer up three of their most metallic ragers to
date, while still retaining the ''Swedish Sound'' they're known for. Their best stuff yet.
Price: 5.50 €
Totälickers/Power Is Poison: split (7’’) DIY
D-Beat Crust/Punk from Spain vs fast thrashing Anarcho/Punk/HC from Holland.
Price: 3.00 €
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Totalitar/Tragedy: split (7'') ARMA05
Two huge Hard Core/Punk bands combine for one split 7''. Tragedy provides two heavy hitting, ripping
guitar tracks that will definitely keep the punks very happy while Sweden's Totalitar play heavy
Discharge style Punk.
Price: 5.50 €
Tötentanz/Omega SS: split (7") VARIOUS
Two masterpiece blastering songs from Totentanz the Crimea (ex-Ukraine) D-Beat machine varying
from Stench Core to Metal with a Holy Terror touch vs three D-Beat/Punk songs from Omega SS from
Russia.
Price: 4.50 €
Tropiezo/La Virgen Del Pozo: split (7’’) DIY
Fast HC/Punk latino vs old school thrashing brutal HC, both from Puerto Rico.
Price: 3.00 €
Uncurbed/My Cold Embrance: split (7'') P.I.U.# 27
Uncurbed with two tracks recorded in 2000, great crust core. The My Cold Embrace side bring us 2
infernal crust attacks. Perfect cover artwork.
Price: 5.00 €
Unhaim: Dr. Tobehoktr (7’’) DIY
Obscure metallic Crust/Punk from Switzerland, ex-PACK, BRUTAL MASSACRE.
Price: 3.00 euro
Varathron / Den Saakaldte: Old Demons Rise (7’’) HFR 008/ FL 83
Black Metal from Greece and Norway on gatefold sleeve. Black vinyl. 500 lmtd.
Price: 7.00 €
What We Feel/Moscow Death Brigade: Here To Stay (7'') FFM039
5 Tracks social sharpened Hard Core and Hip-Hop.Russian and English languages.
Price: 5.00 €

10inches
Black Flag: Jealous Again (10’’) SST907
When the four-song vinyl EP Jealous Again came out in 1980, Black Flag had yet to provide a fulllength LP or hire Henry Rollins as its vocalist. But even in those pre-Rollins days, Black Flag was
regarded as one of the most important bands on the Los Angeles punk scene. Now available as a vinyl
10".
Price: 8.00 €
Harms Way: s/t (10’’) IFP 012
The stoner bomb from Sweden! If you are into stoner don't waste your time, cause here is a
masterpiece! Featuring Mr. Dim (the Greek voc/guitar, BORN OF FIRE etc.) plus Freddie (Terra
Firma/Unleashed).
Price: 8.00 €

12inches
Deathrite: s/t (12'') PK #052
DEATHRITE's noisy assault delivers the urgency of Hard Core, the sheer brutality of extreme Metal
and the high speed attacks in the vein of your favorite power-violence bands. All wrapped up by the
no-bullshit and fuck-you attitude of punk. Golden screen-print on the b-side.
Price: 10.00 €
Doom: s/t (12’’) BC 1a
Tour leftovers from DOOMs latest output for the Euro tour 2012. Four new tracks, already out on the
US-tour 7" + 2 cover songs: "Nocturnal Fear" by Celtic Frost and "Warsystem" by Shitickers. This is
mandatory for any DOOM fan.
Price: 9.00 €
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LPs
A.G.E.: The Scar of Lead (LP) BW 018
Following on from the vinyl release of ''The Spider...'' 7'', A.G.E. (aka Armed Government Error) offer
up another mighty sacrifice to the volcano gods of Metallic Crust. There's no let up in either their
ferocity or the madness of their solos! The needle drops, guitars wail, followed by a guttural hog
scream, and off we go. Top notch Metal crushing Punk! Their ''Four Wings'' LP and the aforementioned
''The Spider Controls Your Emotions'' EP. are up classics. This is skin blistering Metallic Crust for Hard
Core/Punk and Metal fans.
price: 9.00 €
Absidia/Six Reason To Kill: Morphology Of Fear (LP) PK #036.5
ABSIDIA combine profound emotions and pure violence, heartbreaking melodies and mind grinding
mosh, god given life and soul ripping death! SIX REASONS TO KILL return with a 4 song masterpiece
of brutality and heaviness. Bulldozer-riffings and a wall of brutality and heaviness show the bands
consequent process in songwriting and performing as a band. Vinyl comes with a huge booklet. Feel
free to die!
Price: 10.00 €
All Out War: Truth In The Age Of Lies (LP) OCR043A
The legendary 1997 debut NYHC Crossover LP back in print after 15 years! Lmtd edition color vinyl &
includes digital download with the rare 1992 demo.
Price: 12.00 €
Angel Crew: XVI (LP) SR024LP
Harder than ever before, ANGEL CREW drops twelve atom-bombs, including a brutal cover of The
Exploited's "Beat The Bastards", on you. Proving to still be the crudest, with a blasting mix of
hardcore, punk and metal!
Price: 12.00 €
Backfire!: Where We Belong (12’’) SR017LP
No need to say that the BACKFIRE!-crew are absolute legends in the Dutch… European… hell, even the
world wide scene! With their hearts in the right place and as furious as in their early days, the rebels
burst out seven, earth shaking, hardcore anthems straight out of M-town that will make you beg for
more!
Price: 12.50 €
Backfire!: Rebel 4 Life (LP) SR015
Originally released on CD in 1996 (and a year later on picture disc vinyl) through Lost & Found
Records “REBEL 4 LIFE” still stands its ground until this very day, a true must-have for anyone into
the classic “eurocore” sound!
Price: 13.00 €
Cause For Alarm: Beneath The Wheel (LP) VR088
Quite CFA's strongest material. Transcending the Hard Core genre, CFA have effortlessly been able to
inject meaningful melody into their Hard Core foundation.
Price: 10.00 €
Conspiracy: Crippled Invaders (LP) WF018
This one is the re-release on vinyl format of the EP ''Crippled Invaders'' of Greek Thrashers Conspiracy
that was released as a CD and contains some unreleased bonus material. It contains two colored
inserts a ''Fuckfish'' - patch and a poster. Lmtd 100 numbered copies. Great sound and artwork.
Price: 13.00 €
Conspiracy Of Denial: s/t (LP) WAK044/SCARECROW #15
Conspiracy Of Denial is another new band from Athens/Greece. This is their first full length and if you
like bands like From Ashes Rise or R.A.M.B.O., you will love this record. 7 songs in English and 2 in
Greek.
Price: 10.00 €
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Conspiracy Of Denial/Λήθη: split (12’’) 7inch 004/SCARECROW #38
Aggressive yet sometimes melodic female fronted Crust vs blackened HC/Crust.
8 page booklet. Lmtd 500 on black vinyl.
Conspiracy Of Denial:
A1 - Λήθαργος + Smells Like Death
A2 - Burning Fire
A3 - Sacrifices
A4 - Ψωραλέα Δυσανθρωπίλα (Λήθη cover)
Λήθη:
B1 - Μονάδες
B2 - Σχιζαδράνεια
B3 - Μια Φωνή
B4 - Άρνηση (C.O.D. cover).
Price: 10.00 €
Deus Ex Machina: The Sound Of Liberation (LP) LAB 014/LOT 017
10 songs based on what our common social environment surrounds, against all forms of power and
authoritarianism. The album opens with an excerpt from Jello Biafra's speech and closes with a small
part of Zapatistas' subcomantade Marcos's speech.
Price: 13.00 euro
Dirty Wombs: Opposite Flow (LP) DIY
Dirty Wombs are back with their first full length and a Euro tour. A mix of Greek and English lyrics and
an amazing cover as usual!!! 300 lmtd.
Price: 9.00 €
Doom: Corrupt Fucking System (LP) BCR 002
Doom are one of those bands that really don't need an introduction and they are back with another
album. British Crust/Punk pioneers Doom surprised everyone by releasing their first new studio album
in over a decade. Gatefold Cover with Poster.
Price: 14.00 €
Dyspnea/Unfit Earth: split (LP) VARIOUS
Dyspnea from Tyrnavos/Greece strike back following a six year long hiatus! Five songs composed
during the past few years and recorded one afternoon in May 2013. Unfit Earth from Volos/Greece
present three heavy metallic crust songs recorded in spring 2013. 500 copies on black vinyl.
Price: 8.00 €
Endless Recovery: Thrash Rider (LP) DIY
Endless Recovery is a Thrash Metal band from Athens/Greece formed in 2011. Influenced by bands
based on ''revolutionary and hellish'' Thrash like Kreator, Sodom, Slayer, Bathory, Destruction etc.
Lmtd to 150 copies.
Price: 11.00 €
Extreme Noise Terror: s/t (LP) AG107
Among the kings of the late '80s UK hardcore scene, EXTREME NOISE TERROR, indisputably deserve
their name to be written in big black capitol letters. After speeding up, together with Napalm Death,
Doom, Hellbastard and the likes, what Discharge created back in the early Eighties and inspiring a
whole generation of crust bands, EXTREME NOISE TERROR are back in 2015 with a new full length
recorded last year. It's hard to believe this new masterpiece doesn't come from the same 1991
sessions as this is totally Phonophobia-core. This new self titled record sounds exactly as the old
E.N.T. tunes we all fell in love with, so what you have to expect is the usual overdose of throat-cutting
double vocals, thrashy heavy rotten sounding guitar riffs, helicopter-ish bass and turbo aggressive
fast beats. For those who still don't believe it, I'm reporting what Dean Jones wrote us introducing the
record: "The new album is back to total old school ENT (Earslaughter, Holocaust, Phonophobia) No
Metal, No Blasts. Total pure ripping, ultra fast H/C Punk the way it originally was". And this is what
their new singer Ben wants to state about his feelings towards the record: "I was a big fan of ENT as a
teen, long before I joined, specifically of A Holocaust In Your Head and Phonophobia. If I was going to
compare this new album to anything the band’s done before I’d say it sits nicely with those two.
Catchy as fuck aggressive ultra hardcore punk riffs, fast frantic drumming and mental vocals; I don’t
think Dean’s ever sounded as insane as he does on this one! It’s raw as fuck too, no click tracks or
fixing-in-the-mix type shit, instead the drums, bass and guitars were done live with the leads added
after and me and Dean sharing a mic going through a 76 year old analogue valve amp. We’re all
hugely proud of this album, its a proper call to arms and a brutal statement that the band’s music and
message is every bit as relevant today as when it was formed 30 years ago”. This record is totally in
memory of their beloved singer Phil Vane who sadly passed away in 2011. Rest In Peace Phil and long
live EXTREME NOISE TERROR!
Price: 11.50 €
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Faithreat: s/t (LP) SVD#009
This is the second full length from the Old-School Thrash/Crossover band Faithreat hailing from
Volos/Greece. In this album you can easily see the amazing progress of the band and if you are into
some old shit like ACID REIGH etc, then don’t even think of missing this one!!!
Price: 11.00 €
First Blood: Killafornia (LP) TK76
The group features ex-Terror bassist, Carl Schwartz on vocals and current Terror member Doug
Weber on guitar. Brutal, ultra moshable Hard Core in the vein of Hatebreed, Sworn Enemy, Terror and
the likes. Available on colored vinyl with one additional bonus track.
Price: 9.50 €
Heaven Shall Burn/Fall Of Serenity: split (LP) DEEDS OF REVOLUTION #4
Unlimited Death Core that kills.
Price: 10.00 €
Ήλιος Θανάτου: Στην Απεραντοσύνη Του Φόβου (12'') SCARECROW #40
This is the debut full lenght by the Athens based Ήλιος Θανάτου. The LP features 7 songs of dark,
metallic and Crust influenced Hard Core.
Price: 12.00 euro
Hellbastard: The Need To Kill... (LP) CR 032
HELLBASTARD from Newcastle, UK were active from 1984 - 1992, they played metallic Punk, Thrash
Metal in the vein of AMEBIX, AXEGRINDER, SACRILEGE, DEVIATED INSTINCT. Shorty after their
reunion in 2008 they released their "new" album "The Need To Kill ..." with which they left their punky
roots, more Metal and some other influences, very variable, interesting and never boring music for
every interest listener. Limited edition of 800 copies on 180 gram Black vinyl and in a nice gatefold
sleeve.
Price: 10.00 euro
Herida Profunda / Hellbastard: split (PICLP) VARIOUS
HERIDA PROFUNDA are a band from Poland and they play Old School Grindcore, Crust, brutal as fuck
and super heavy stuff in the vein of TERRORIZER, REPULSION, old AGATHOCLES, NAPALM DEATH.
HELLBASTARD from the UK, they so-called godfathers of Crust, deliver material that already appeared
on their "The Need To Kill ..." LP but here you get different versions or mixes as well as unreleased
material. Modern HELLBASTARD got adult now, they play variable but still crushing Thrash Metal
without forgetting their "ancient" Crust roots.
Price: 10.00 euro
Hellshock: Only The Dead Know The End Of War (LP) AG48
Heading from Portland, this is a classic of modern Stenchcore!
Price: 10.00 €
Hellshock: They Wait For You Still (LP) bw 032
the latest lp release from portland stalwarts helshock. each release getting progressively bleaker,
blacker and gnarlier. 4 years in the making and recorded at the infamous our house studios in tokyo
japan during their tour with a.g.e. they wait for you still is the 3rd album from the kings of
crust/metal/punk! 7 tracks with a ''hidden'' 8th track from their split 7'' with a.g.e. featured only on
the black water pressing. amazing cover art by japanese artist tkkr with inserts and label art done by
halseycaust.
Price: 10.00 €
Hibernation: Into The Silence Of Eternal Sorrow (LP) SCULD 073/P.I.U #14
Dark and heavy metallic Crust/HC with some synths. Both male and female vocals. Greek lyrics.
Price: 10.00 €
I Want You Dead: We Are The Legions Of Dead (LP) DIY
Dark metallic Hard Core at its best, constantly punching you in the face.
Technical fast drumming, super heavy yet super melodic and well structured riffs, awesome brutal
vocals.
Price: 8.00 €
Indico: Καθρέφτης Ονείρων (LP) DIY
Punk Rock/Metal band from Athens/Greece.
Price: 10.00 €
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Integrity: The Blackest Curse (LP) DW 76
"The Blackest Curse" is arguably the most cohesive Integrity release of the last fifteen years. With the
first crushing chords of "Process Of Illumination" it's apparent that Integrity is back in true form,
following the Metal/Hard Core hybrid blueprint they forged themselves over two decades ago.
Price: 11.00 €
Los Pasados: s/t (LP) DIY
Los Pasados are an anthemic Hard Core/Punk band from Serres, Greece and this is their debut full
length. If you like bands like Hasma and old Omihli then Los Pasados will be your new favorite band!
The LP comes in great gatefold sleeve with b&w artwork.
Price: 10.00 €
Los Rezios: Miseria Hecha Vida (LP) DIY
Brutal metallic thrashing latino-Crust/Punk by the Peruvian veterans, urging for the intensification of
the class war.
Price: 6.00 €
Mentally Defield: The Thrash Brigade (LP) WF005
Mentally Defiled is a Thrash Metal band from Athens/Greece. ''The Thrash Brigade'' brings an
onslaught of 10 tracks. A mixture of Bay Area with European Thrash Metal, sometimes raw and fast,
sometimes technical and mid-tempo. Lmtd to 250 copies.
Price: 12.00 €
MK Ultra/Seein' Red: split (LP) COALITION LKW12004
MK ULTRA is an US hyper speed power violence Hard Core band. Every piece of lyrics is combined
with some more explanation. SEEIN’ RED from Holland is one of the oldest Hard Core bands. Speedy
straight forward and pretty intense (if you are into first D.R.I. releases). Both bands (MK
ULTRA/SEEIN' RED) deal with these so-called social issues.
Price: 8.50 €
Mortal Threat: Psychotic Paralysis (LP) WF001
Old-School Crossover/Thrash in the vein of DARK ANGEL, early METALLICA, SACRED REICH. This
release is limited to 250 handnumbered copies. Tracks from first demo are also included as bonus
tracks.
Price: 11.00 €
Only Attitude Counts: Triumph Of The Underdogs (LP) SWSHT 003
5th ONLY ATTITUDE COUNTS release to celebrate their 15th birthday as a band.
Expect 12 tracks of relentless Eurocore from Vienna's hardest. For fans of Viena Style Hard Core,
Blood For Blood, Angel Crew, Backfire, Knuckledust etc.
Price: 8.00 €
Panikos/Hellstorm: split (LP) VARIOUS
Long awaited record from two Greek bands. Hellstorm perform four new songs in the vein of
Extinction Of Mankind / Disfear. The top-notch recording takes the band to the next level. Panikos
appear on the flip side. This band is very active lately as regards new recordings and releases. They
offer three new songs along their usual high standards established during their latest albums, this
time with a tad of psychedelia thrown in the mix. Good looking artwork, different for each band, and
34 minutes of music in total.
Price: 10.00 €
Πανικός: Ο Πόλεμος Συνεχίζεται (LP) VARIOUS
Panikos is one of the most historic Punk bands of Thessaloniki /Greece with 25 years lifetime! Here
are some old stuff from the first demo of the band, some tracks from various compilations, one cover
song from Chaos Generation, some newer songs and one unreleased as well.
Price: 13.00 €
Πανικός: Awakening From Lethargy (LP) SPHC-13
This record uses Amebix and Neurosis as a starting point and then takes those ideas in a distinctly
more rocking direction. Clean and heavy sound that feels natural and organic rather than
overproduced and sterile.
Price: 10.00 euro
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Παροξυσμός: Σήψη Γενεών (LP) SCARECROW #32
"Sipsi Geneon" is the first full-length album by Paroxysmos who started in 2013 as a one-man studio
project. Their influences can be found in Greek Crust/Punk of the '90s but this time with some more
D-beat and Thrash elements. This one is for sure their most complete and mature release. This time,
Vangelis, the driving force of the band, has handled only drums and vocals. All guitars have been
performed by Marios P. and bass by Tilemahos K. (Dead Congregation) Guest vocals by Takis A. (Cut
Off/Horis Ikto), Midas (Antimob/Horis Ikto), Vangelis (Sarabante/Horis Ikto) and Panos A.
(Dephosphorus). 350 copies of black vinyl.
Price: 11.00 €
Παροξυσμός: Σήψη Γενεών (LP) SCARECROW #32
First full-length album by Paroxysmos. Their influences can be found in Greek Crust/Punk of the '90s
but this time with some more D-beat and Thrash elements. This one is for sure their most complete
and mature release.
Price: 10.00 €
Πνευματική Διάψευση: Ανεξίτηλα Σημάδια + 2 (LP) NON003
This is the 1995 demo tape + 2 cover songs. Thrash/Hard Core in the vein of DRI, SOD, Suicidal
Tendencies and Discharge. Greek lyrics in 400 black and 100 red vinyl.
Price: 12.00 €
Procrastinate: s/t (LP) SO 07
This is the first full length for the band. 9 tracks of dark Crust/Hard Core with some mid-tempo parts.
Lmtd 100 red with sticker.
Price: 12.00 euro
Ringworm: Birth Is Pain (LP) VR167
Featuring former members of Integrity, this resurrected Cleveland, OH Metalcore band plays brutal
music that quite possibly fits them into the category of "the Manson Family of the new millennium".
Hard Core chaos recommended for fans of Hatebreed and Integrity. Tan, 400 limited.
Price: 11.00 €
Rise And Fall: Hellmouth (LP) DWI126
Originally released by JTTP Records and Surprise Attack Records in 2004, this definitive Deathwish
version is a new pressing and boasts a brand new mastering job, revamped artwork and three bonus
tracks never previously available on vinyl (including an Integrity cover). Listening back years later, it's
apparent that even in their primordial form, Rise And Fall had the musical venom to compete with the
biggest beasts out there. Thunderous drumming, thick walls of guitars, ripping solos and brutal vocals
all coalesce to lay the blueprint for "Punk Metal" as we know it, making Hellmouth an essential
experience for any Hard Core fan out there today.
Price: 10.00 €
Rise And Fall: Our Circle Is Vicious (LP) DW 96
Four years since the release of their classic album "Into Oblivion," Rise And Fall makes their rightful
return to the throne as the kings of dark, ominous Hard Core. Vinyl version includes digital download.
Price: 10.50 €
Ruined Families: Education (LP) ADAGIO 830 #141
Formed in 2010, Ruined Families is a hardcore punk band based in Athens, Greece. Following two
acclaimed LPs and a 7'', their new release is called ''Education'' and features 10 songs spanning just
over 17 minutes. Drawing elements from their previous work, 'Education' touches on 90s screamo,
fast hardcore and post-punk. Unavoidably marked by the lasting turbulence of the Greek condition,
Ruined Families attempt to make the most out of a precarious present by putting frustration into
words that speak the mind of contemporary youth. Likely to appeal to fans of: Union of Uranus,
Reversal of Man, Sonic Youth.
Price: 11.00 €
Sarabante: Poisonous Legacy (LP) LORD221
Sarabante is a Crust/Hard Core Punk band from Athens, Greece formed in late 2006. During the
summer of 2011, they released their first album ''Remnants''. The LP was released by Sara Records,
the band's own label, followed by a limited edition CD by Southern Lord Records. Ensuing was an
Eastern European tour and numerous local live shows, while releasing in spring of 2013 ''Έρμαια Των
Καιρών/Under The Shadows'', a 7'' EP via Man in Decline Records. Heavily influenced by the
oppression and trying to withstand the ongoing crisis in their home country Greece, forged in times of
extreme austerity, blackened even more their focus in composing the new material, which they
recorded in 2014. Their new stuff is darker, filthier and more sincere and destructive than the first.
Price: 12.00 €
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Strength Approach: With Or Without You (LP) DRA 061
There are 100 in Red 100 in Orange 300 in Black. This new record will be a new chapter in the S.A.
history and definitely harder than their previous stuff. If you dig real Hard Core in the veins of Sick Of
It All, Madball and the godfathers of HC,Agnostic Front.
Price: 9.00 euro
Strength Approach: Over The Edge (LP) DYW 006
Year 2016 marks the 20th anniversary for Strength Approach, and to give you a reminder of what
they've been doing around the world for the last two decades, in collaboration with Fastbreak Records
and DYW Inc., the band went back into the Hell Smell Studios in Roma, once again with producer
Brian "Mitts" Daniels (Madball), to bring you "Over The Edge", a brand new LP packed with nothing
but Hard Core bangers.
From title track "Over The Edge" to their "Farewell" song, the band brings you the product of 20 years
living and breathing Hard Core. The result is a straight-up Hard Core record, which also features
friends Martijn Van Den Heuvel (No Turning Back) and Mad Joe (Wisdom In Chains).
"Over The Edge" is the living proof that the price they paid is nothing compared to what they've
gained.
Limited to 300 copies on orange vinyl with digital download code.
Price: 10.50 €
Ψύχωση: s/t (LP) SCARECROW #31
Ψύχωση were formed in 1993 and played excellent Crust/Punk following the footsteps of ''Chaotic
End'' and ''Forgotten Prophecy''. During 1996 and 1997, eight tracks were recorded for their first
album. After 19 years this long lost gem is finally released on vinyl.
Price: 10.00 euro
Warcollapse: Defy! (LP) EXIST 104
The Swedish gods of Crust unleash a new masterpiece of epic proportions. Twelve brutal new songs
that layer new realms of gutteral intensity to the traditional Swedish d-beat. If you are a fan of their
previous releases then this will certainly not disappoint you.
Price: 8.00

MCDs
Concpiracy: Crippled Invaders (MCD) ATA 04
Thrash/Crossover from Thessaloniki/Greece.
Price: 6.00 €
Disharmonic: By Your Side (MCD) HXF PRODAXIONZ
Heavy metallic Hard Core from Greece.
Price: 4.50 €
Sarko Macaposi: Save The Last Hope (MCD) MEAT BOX #1
Punk Rock from Athens/Greece.
Price: 4.00 €
Straighthate: Grim Memories (MCD) BB002
The best and the most hard working Greek Death Core band in an amazing aggressive debut that
KILLS! 5 tracks plus a cover of "Black Magic" (Slayer). 500 limited copies. Includes CD-ROM with 7
live videos plus photo gallery! DON'T MISS IT!!!
Price: 4.00 €

CDs
Ατοπία: s/t (CD) DIY
Members of Ανατέλλων Τρόμος (Rising Terror) and Ανάσα Στάχτη (Breath Ash). A band that not exist
anymore, even they release their first CD in late 2012. Dark Ηard Core/Punk with some Metal and
Greek lyrics. The addition of violin gives a more melancholic and dark Punk aesthetic.
Price: 5.00 €
Acao Direta: Intervencao (CD) PECULIO 005/04
One of the best Punk/Core bands ever! Aggressive Punk/Core from Brazilian masters. Portuguese
lyrics.
Price: 7.50 €
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Acao Direta: Revolta/Repudio/Confronto/Resistencia (CD) WHY/FCR/TRASH and DIE
Amazing old school Hard Core with some Metal parts with mostly Portuguese lyrics. Brazilian Hard
Core/Punk history. Includes cover songs by Napalm Death (Breed To Breathe) and Ratos De Porao
(Crocodila).
Price: 7.00 €
Agnostic Front: Warriors (CD) NBA1931
A furious NYHC statement by one of the most legendary and influential bands ever.
Price: 7.00 €
Atavism/Putrefied Genitalia: split (CD) DIY
Ultra Brutal Death Grind from ATAVISM and sickening Gore from PUTREFIED GENITALIA.
Price: 10.00 €
Austrian Death Machine: Double Brutal (DoCD) MTLB769
This album features guest appearances by members of Unearth, Human Abstract, Death By Stereo,
Living Sacrifice and more, plus is accompanied by a second disc of brutal covers of songs by bands
like Metallica, Megadeth, Misfits, Judas Priest and then some.
Price: 7.00 €
Backfire: Through Bitter Eyes (CD) SJR025
Two classics for the price of one CD. In memoriam to Richard Bruinen, the legendary Backfire
drummer. Besides a completely new designed layout, there are many unreleased photos and linernotes written by Onno Cro-mag and Martijn Welzen inside, plus one bonus track.
Price: 7.00 €
Biohazard: s/t (CD) MAIR04
Originally released in 1990, the Biohazard self-titled album has now been reissued.
Price: 7.00 €
Buried Alive: Last Rights (CD) VR131
This is full of sonic audio assaults of sheer brutality. Heavy New York Hard Core topped off with a rash
of chaotic Scott Vogel vocal beatings. Nine songs followed by five live bonus tracks.
Price: 7.00 €
Caliban/Heaven Shall Burn: The Split Program II (CD) LFR 055-2
7 years after the release of “The Split Program” CALIBAN and HEAVEN SHALL BURN return with their
Metal Core madness.
Price: 7.00 €
Caliban: The Opposite From Within (CD) ABAC009
Caliban new cd deliver crushing breakdowns, as well as a keen sense of melody. Death parts crossing
to Emo.
Price: 7.00 €
Cause For Alarm /Warzone: split (CD) VR026
Four songs from each of these 'old school' NY Hard Core veterans.
Price: 7.00 €
Cause For Alarm: Cheaters And The Cheated (CD) VR049
One of the original New York Hard Core bands. Cheaters And The Cheated is full of classic Hard Core
that’s as appealing to the old punks as it is to the new.
Price: 7.00 €
Cause For Alarm: Beneath The Wheel (CD) VR088
Quite CFA’s strongest material. Transcending the Hard Core genre, CFA have effortlessly been able to
inject meaningful melody into their Hard Core foundation.
Price: 7.00 €
Censored Sound: Shadows (CD) DIY
15 old-school Hard Core tracks from Athens/Greece.
Price: 5.50 €
Conspiracy: Crippled Invaders (MCD) ATA 04
Conspiracy from Greece and Nadimac from Serbia pays 3 songs each of ‘80s Thrash Metal.
Price: 6.00 €
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Convicted: s/t (CD) SLANEY 005
Thrash Metal from Greece, for fans of Overkill, Exodus & Kreator. This is their second full length and
their first in over 5 years. 9 tracks, 8 page booklet.
Price: 5.00 €
Earth Crisis: To The Death (CD) CM8581
In 2009, the pioneers of the Hard Core, straight edge prepares to unleash a firestorm of epic
proportions proving that their message is more viable than ever.
Price: 7.00 €
For What Is Worth: Evil Will Grow (CD) PFR003
Now known as Endsight, this is the largest Hard Core band in Greece. This is their debut release.
Heavy guitars and rhythms with ripping vocals, Punk, Hard Core and Metal on the same time. For fans
of Raised Fist, Tragedy, His Hero is Gone, At the Gates and Darkest Hour.
Price: 4.50 €
Hatebreed: The Rise Of Brutality (CD) ROADRUNNER
Twelve tracks of hate, anger and oppression.
Price: 7.00 €
Hatebreed: Supremacy (CD) ROAD8054
"Supremacy" is full of aggression, lyrics which leave no room for any doubt, thick mosh parts, raw
riffs, fast and slow-motion parts, even more double bass and fizzing energy. With Frank 3-Gun,
formerly of TERROR, INTEGRITY and RINGWORM on guitar!!!
Price: 7.00 €
Icepick: Violent Epiphany (DoCD) STILL35
The pummeling 12 song debut Featuring Jamey Jasta of Hatebreed, Lord Ezec and Zeuss, comes with
bonus CD featuring 20 rare and unreleased tracks from Hatebreed, Risk Taken, Body Count and many
others.
Price: 7.00 €
Kismet HC: Our Message Is Of Anger…Our Voices Are Of Hate (CD) FCR 006/WEIRD
022/INSPIRE 004
Late '80s UK Anarcho Hard Core/Punk legends in a 2001 release, using female vocals. An amazing
release!!!
Price: 6.00 €
Knuckledust: Promises Comfort Fools (CD+DVD) GSR055
Returning with their 3rd album, Knuckledust are as rowdy and violent as ever keeping their signature
sound of New York influenced Hard Core as brutal as ever. There is nothing pretty about "Promises
Comfort Fools", it's just pure venomous rage spitting bile from every pour and open wound.
Price: 7.00 €
Municipal Waste: Massive Aggressive (CD) MOSH375A
With "Massive Aggressive", Municipal Waste have upped the ante and pushed Crossover Thrash to its
ultimate limit.
Price: 7.00 €
Only Attitude Counts: Triumph Of The Underdogs (CD) SWSH 018
5th ONLY ATTITUDE COUNTS release to celebrate their 15th birthday as a band.
Expect 12 tracks of relentless Eurocore from Vienna's hardest. For fans of Viena Style Hard Core,
Blood For Blood, Angel Crew, Backfire, Knuckledust etc.
Price: 7.00 €
Rafferty Rules: Name Your God (CD) ROR 01
Greek super Metal/Core band from Volos area, using two singers on stage! “Name your God” is
Rafferty Rules first DIY cd, which is now available under a label.
Price: 8.00 €
Run Devil Run: Sinking Deeper (CD) VR136
Old school Hard Core as most of the lyrics are very positive, dealing with self-realization and the like.
Run Devil Run also do a pretty good cover of Gorilla Biscuits "Stand Still" and a Cro-Mags cover “It’s
The Limit”.
Price: 7.00 €
Senseless: Respect Few - Fear None (CD) SR 075
Brutal in your face Hard Core for fans of First Blood, Born From Pain, Knuckledust.
Price: 6.00 €
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Shutdown: Against All Odds (CD) VR071
NYC youth crew style HC. Fast, danceable and full of positive lyrics.
Price: 7.00 €
Shutdown: Few And Far Between (CD) VR132
Produced by Roger Miret and features guest vocals by Freddy Cricien (Madball) Mike Scondotto
(Inuman), and Sal Lococo (Sworn Enemy), as well as a cover version of Warzone's "Don't Forget The
Struggle...". New York Hard Core with a refreshing youthful spirit.
Price: 7.00 €
Straighthate: Indigenous (CD) BB007
Supersonic Death/Grind/Hard Core with a psychedelic momentum.
Price: 10.00 €
Sworn Enemy: The Beginning Of The End (CD) ABA0018
This one is More metallic than their previous releases. A fine combination of thrashy intense, Slayerish
riffs, mechanical drums and their Hard Core roots.
Price: 7.00 €
Terror: Lowest Of The Low (CD) TK60
The classic debut record from Los Angeles finest. Complete with unreleased material, A Dag Nasty
cover full live set from Tokyo, and all new artwork. 22 tracks in all. This is where it all started.
Price: 7.00 €
Terror: The Damned, The Shamed (CD) CM8494
You know what to expect from this Hard Core band. Of course, there are a lot of Metal influences
noticeable in their music and the solos on this record point out that these guys probably love bands
like Slayer too.
Price: 7.00 €
V/A: Accion Mutante - Benefit Compilation (CD) DIY
Punk compilation with 29 bands for the economic support of Accion Mutante. Ass's 9 Days, Dr. Green,
Kalashnikov, Tight Finks, Cress, Scum Noise, Satan's Reject, Totalitar, Koyaanisqatsi, Kobayashi,
Skew Whiff, Sinergia, Acursed, Επιθανάτιος Ρόγχος, Asebia, Now Denial, Wolfbrigade, Malignant
Tumor, Insidious Browbeat, Sewn Shut, Gride, Ulcerrrhoea, Cad, Wojczech, Napalmed, Mecha Orga,
P.S. Stamps Back, E.N. Joyable, Cities In Desolation.
Price: 5.00 €

Demos
Kamikazi: at the age of destruction (tape) ne011
punk/hardcore/metal/rock n roll from thessaloniki/greece. 150 white tapes & 50 red (with patch).
price: 5.00 euro (white)
Raw Riot: Brave Rock Genesis (TAPE) EFR010
The brave rock genesis has finally come! 100 black casette tape copies, with full body print and 4color
covers! Members of Broken Glasses, Πορεία Στο Περιθώριο etc.
Price: 3.50 €

Cool Price
7inches
Cast Aside: Overcome (7’’) MAL08
Richmond Hard Core, featuring members of Dead Serious and Down To Nothing. Color vinyl.
Price: 3.50 €
Woof: Blood, Sweat And Cheers (7’’) HBR 060
Five brand-new tracks of paderborn΄s finest dudes in Hard Core. "Blood, Sweat and Cheers" is an
anniversary vinyl 7" released to celebrate ten years of WOOF. The same line-up, same music and still
"Punk as Fuck"!!! "Down to Earth" Hard Core done by the kids for the kids. In fact the dudes aren΄t
getting tired or even old and lame. No, the lyrics are catchier and the sound is a bigger blast than
ever before. A real vinyl anniversary output for the masses. Limited to 500 copies in a worth package.
Price: 3.00 €
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LPs
Brother's Keeper: Fantasy Killer (LP) KF38
11 tracks of original, catchy Hard Core that the band has perfected after years of touring. ''Fantasy
Killer'', the band's first full length since 1996, showcases a dramatic, yet well accepted, change in the
overall handling of the sound and song structure. Much stronger song writing, thicker melodies, and
singer Mike Ski even phased out of the trademark higher pitched vocal style for a heavier and fuller,
more solid sound.
Price: 3.00 €
Earth Crisis: To The Death (LP+CD) CM9978811
In 2009, the pioneers of the Hard Core, straight edge prepares to unleash a firestorm of epic
proportions proving that their message is more viable than ever. Special limited edition.
Price: 7.00 €
Seein' Red/The Judas Iscariot: split (LP) LKW-12005/MTN-18
Straight up and aggressive Hard Core from SEEIN’ RED. THE JUDAS ISCARIOT on the other side plays
an unusual Hard Core/Punk with some free Jazz parts with trumpet on some songs!
Price: 7.00 €
Woof: Pride, Passion, Memories/No Retreat (LP) DRA 008
Mid 90s old school mixed up with hard hitting moshparts and a bit of new school Hard Core. The lyrics
generally deal with personal experiences and views. Awesome Gatefold Layout!
Price: 5.00 €

MCDs
Hard Resistance: Psycho Tales (MCD) LF 324
"Psycho Tales" showcases the bands breath-catching power and genius song-writing abilities. 5 killer
cuts here.
Price: 3.00 €
Inside Conflict: Headless (MCD) NCR005
Extreme ripping Death Core Metal Grind madness from France!!!
Price: 4.00 €
Only Attitude Counts: Never Accept Defeat (MCD) FRONT 005
They call it Vienna Style Hard Core. 10 year anniversary maxi CD. Hard Core for fans of BACKFIRE,
ANGEL CREW.
Price: 3.50 €
Sick Of It All: Relentless (CD Single) B9R43
Sick Of It All being the most legendary and longest running NYHC band are in no need of an
introduction. "Relentless" is just an introduction to their fifth album "Life On The Ropes". This single
features one track from the aforementioned album along with two songs exclusive to this release only.
Price: 3.50 €
The Great Deceiver: Jet Black Art (MCD) TK 30
Featuring Tomas from AT THE GATES on vocals, The Great Deceiver knock out sheer brutality in a
style not compared to many.
Price: 5.00 €

CDs
All Out War: Assassins In The House of God (CD) VR343
Inspired by the late '80s crossover bands such as Cro-Mags, S.O.D. and Slayer, All Out War rose out
of the East Coast Hard Core scene and trampled the world with its blend of scathing Thrash Metal and
crushing Hard Core. "Assassins In The House Of God" reaffirms their brand of speed metal riffs, chestpounding blast beats and floor-clearing, pit-enducing breakdowns.
Price: 7.00 €
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Blue Monday: Rewritten (CD) B9R63
Vegetarian straightedge band from Canada. Angry Hard Core played the way it was meant to be, with
a fast style and plenty of melody to give it some extra character.
Price: 5.50 €
Born From Pain: Reclaiming The Crown (CD) GSR 003
10 tracks of hate fuelled crushing metallic Hard Core comprise of this Dutch 5 piece’s debut full length
album. Full of aggression and a thick production this was the release that put Born From Pain on the
map.
Price: 4.50 €
Cataract: Great Days Of Vengeance (CD) LFR036
Switzerland's finest combine the best elements of Thrash Metal and moshcore on their second full
length. Expect sharp as swiss army knives riffings, stomping double bass and venomous vocals. For
fans of Hatebreed and 100 Demons!
Price: 7.00 €
Champion: Promises Kept (CD) B9R56
Twelve tracks of fast, melodic Hard Core.
Price: 7.00 €
Converge: Unloved And Weeded Out (CD) DW 15.0
Comprised of rare, unreleased and out of print material, ''Unloved and Weeded Out'' is the 14 song
missing chapter of the classic Converge catalog. A true contemporary jewel from the kings of the
metallic Hard Core genre. Digi Pack.
Price: 7.00 €
Costa’s Cake House: 555 (CD) FLIGHT #5
If you are into bands like Heaven Shall Burn, Faust Again, Caliban, Bleeding Through, Cataract. Bruta l
Death Core, with some melodic parts, from Germany.
Price: 5.00 €
Crumbsuckers: Beast On My Back (CD) CM 66042
CRUMBSUCKERS was a NY based crossover band that formed in 1982 by bass player Gary Meskil
(Pro-Pain). Unfortunately they managed to release only two brilliant LPs (Life Of Dreams 1986 and
B.O.M.B. 1988) before they broke up in 1989.
Price: 5.00 €
Cwill: Beyond Reality (CD) PRAWDA 002
Angry HC with dark tunes and sometimes a violin. 4 bonus tracks from their 7''.
Price: 7.00 €
Daredevil: Trippin’ The Scales Of Justice (CD) GSR009
Debut full length from this Dutch band whose sound can be described as brutal and metallic, but still
keeping it very Hard Core. Blending heavy old school fast parts, crunching riffs and breakdowns. Think
Hatebreed, 100 Demons, Born from Pain.
Price: 5.00 €
Dark Angel: Leave Scars (CD) CM66022
An album of unfathomable precision & technicality, featuring countless Jim Durkin (Dreams Of
Damnation/Pagan War Machine) guitar riffs and jaw-dropping Hoglan drum work. Marks the debut of
new vocalist Ron Rinehart.
Price: 5.00 €
First Blood: Silence Is Betrayal (CD) BT008
Silence Is Betrayal, is a refreshing return of powerful, angry, and political Hard Core. CD Deluxe
Edition.
Price: 7.00 €
Heaven Shall Burn: Antigone (CD) CM732
Typical sound of HEAVEN SHALL BURN. Death Metal with many slow and melodic parts.
Price: 7.00 €
Inner Dam: When Angels Fall (CD) RPP98C004
''When Angels Fall'' some new songs + their demo tracks + compilation tracks. You can hear a few
Integrity influences on this one and there's also a 108 cover song (''Killer Of The Soul'').
Price: 7.00 €
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Liar: Murder Manifesto (CD) GSR 034
10 years ago LIAR were a band that helped kick start the whole Metalcore genre within the HC scene,
influencing many of todays current crop of heroes. "Murder Manifesto" is an absolutely devastating
album that twists and turns inflicting bludgeoning blows to the senses with its furious attack of Metal.
Price: 4.50 €
Redline: Portrait Of A Mirror Image (CD) GSR 031
Hailing from New Jersey, USA, Redline have been honing their craft of writing devilishly brutal and
abrasive Metalcore. “A Portrait Of A Mirror Image” captures the raw energy of a band playing hard and
aggressive music but doesn’t lose out on the production side as this full length sounds absolutely
enormous.
Price: 4.50 €
Ringworm: The Venomous Grand Design (CD) VR376
Cleveland metallic Hard Core champions Ringworm return to the world with "The Venomous Grand
Design", which carries on their legacy of dark, vicious music with bleak lyrics and a Metal crunch.
Price: 7.00 €
Rise And Fall: Into Oblivion (CD) DW 50
With "Into Oblivion", RISE AND FALL captures the kind of all encompassing emotional darkness and
white knuckle violence that few bands ever artistically achieve. Re-igniting even the most jaded of
Hard Core/Punk hearts with it's unforgettable musical presence and power.
Price: 7.00 €
Rise And Fall: Our Circle Is Vicious (CD) DW 96
Four years since the release of their classic album "Into Oblivion," Rise And Fall makes their rightful
return to the throne as the kings of dark, ominous Hard Core.
Price: 7.00 €
Sick Of It All: Blood, Sweat And No Tears (CD) CM66007
A classic NY Hard Core album. What true Hard Core is all about.
Price: 5.00 €
Sick Of It All: Just Look Around (CD) CM66008
13 classics from 1992.
Price: 5.00 €
Sick Of It All: Death To Tyrants (CD) TK 84
This is a crushing record, full of anthemic and aggressive metallic Hard Core. Killer riffs and raging
vocals. Features guest spots for Eddie Sutton (Leeway) and Aaron Knuckles (Death Threat).
Price: 7.00 €
Slapshot: Digital Warfare (CD) B9R44
SLAPSHOT is Boston's longest running hardcore band, and they keep getting better and better. 17
years since their debut release, "Digital Warfare" is the first full length release in over seven years,
and is everything you could want in a Slapshot album.
Price: 7.00 €
Stampin’ Ground: A New Darkness Upon Us (CD) CM 77437
One of the most threatening bands ever to emerge from the UK scene, with longtime rock bible
Kerrang! voting them "Best U.K. band", A New Darkness Upon Us is an album that changes pace often
and experiments with delivery and dynamics from the beginning until its raging conclusion.
Price: 3.00 €
Stand And Fight: Together We Win (CD) B9R52
This is Stand And Fight's debut release. East Coast inspired aggressive HC in the same way bands like
Youth Of Today and Chain of Strength did years ago. Feature ex-Ten Yard Fight frontman Wrench on
vocals and ex-members of Buried Alive, Carry On, and No Reply as well.
Price: 5.00 €
V/A: European Hardcore Attack (CD) SJR006
Backfire! (some interesting covers), Barcode, Street Machine.
Price: 6.00 €
V/A: Together As One - A Tribute To Death (CD) MCR 001
14 bands all over the world covering DEATH songs. One of the best Metal tributes…recommended!
Price: 7.00 €
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Walls Of Jericho: The Bound Feed The Gagged (CD) TK 26
Harsh metallic and fast Hard Core. Aggressive, angry, unstoppable vocal parts from a fem that beats
every male on stage/studio!
Price: 5.00 €
Walls Of Jericho: All Hail The Dead (CD) TK 49
A culmination of honest growth and experience. A combination of ferocity, maturity, heartfelt emotion,
technical brilliance, and above all a desire to communicate something substantial, honest and positive.
Detroit mosh Hard Core!
Price: 5.00 €
Walls Of Jericho: The American Dream (CD) TK118
The American Dream follows the mesh of metallic venom and concrete fury of Hard Core/Punk that
the band is known for, 12 solid tracks of highly anticipated hard beating poetic thunder people have
come to expect from the band.
Price: 6.00 €
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Ordering and Payment Information
ORDERING
Only order items that are listed in this catalog or that you find on www.7inch.gr.
Please list alternate items as substitutes in case something you order is out of stock.

PAYMENT
Well hidden cash (you know the way) in a registered letter.
Money transfer to our bank account (keep in touch for details).
We accept only Euros. No coins please.
Please round up the amount for your order (24.50 €=25.00 €). For extra money, we will keep a credit
balance or you will get change back with your order.
What you can do for coins:
Coins are not welcome. By the way you may have an order for the amount of 13.00 € (for
example). Don’t want to round the amount that is 15.00 € and get a credit balance? Here’s what you
can do:
Orders from Greece: For the above amount of 13.00 € (example) send us 10.00 € and for the
amount of 3.00 € left send us stamps equal for the amount of 3.00 €.
Pay Pal. Please contact us for details and the extra Pay Pal fees.

SHIPPING
Tapes................: about 50gr per item
7’’, Cds..............: about 100gr per item
10’’, 12’’, Lps......: about 250gr per item
DoLPs................: about 500gr per item
Lps package.......: about 200gr per order

GREECE
0-1000gr
1001-2000gr
2001-3000gr
Registered

2,50 €
3,00 €
3,50 €
+2,00 €

EUROPIAN UNION
0-200gr
3,00 €
201-500gr
6,00 €
501-1000gr
8,50 €
1001-2000gr
14,00 €
Registered
+2,50 €

WORLD
0-200gr
3,50 €
201-500gr
6,50 €
501-1000gr
12,50 €
1001-2000gr
25,00 €
Registered
+2,50 €
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